MED STUDENTS UNPLUGGED
9,000 HRS
Spent by Med Students in lectures, labs, clinical studies and patient care during 4 years of med school

PATIENT-CENTERED CARE
THE NEW NORM

72% of students are likely to practice patient-centered care

TOP QUALITIES FOR SUCCESSFUL PATIENT-PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHIPS

PATIENT VS PHYSICIAN

- Honesty/Candor
- Be engaged
- Ability to follow instructions
- Good communicator
- Sound judgment
- Intelligence
- Empathy

HISTORY OF PHYSICIAN/PATIENT RELATIONS

5° CENTURY B.C. - Hippocratic Oath - The Art of Medical Ethics

1100 - Physicians practiced surgery, abscess formation and childbirth

21° CENTURY - Doctors practice increasingly impersonal and hurried

AFFORDABLE CARE ORGANIZATIONS

STUDENTS ARE STILL PERPLEXED WHEN IT COMES TO ACO'S*

76% FEEL UNINFORMED ABOUT ACO's IN 2011

72% FEEL UNINFORMED ABOUT ACO's IN 2013

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

MED STUDENTS ARE SPLIT ON THE EFFECTS OF THE ACA

52% LESS TIME WITH PATIENTS

45% EXPANDED PATIENT COVERAGE

34% LOSS OF CLINICAL AUTONOMY

46% PRACTICING MORE PREVENTATIVE CARE

5° ABILITY TO SEE THE FUTURE

8° X-RAY VISION

13% TELEKINESIS

23% TELEPATHY

3% SUPER STRENGTH

IT’S A BIRD... IT’S A PLANE...

Physicians already have the ability to heal. Which bonus superpower would med students choose to use as a physician?

53%